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Young People More Optimistic about Climate Crisis

Many U.S. adults are either denying the climate crisis or feeling hopeless that anything
can be done. According to a recent survey from the Pew Research Center, the older
generation has less interest in making personal adjustments such as reducing fossil fuel
usage. But a recent poll of people between the ages of 13 and 29 found that a majority
are optimistic about the future of the planet. “We see that the most important issue to
young people has consistently been climate change,” says Matin Mirramezani, chief
operating officer at Generation Lab, which conducts polls for media and business about
young people’s views and behavior. The most hopeful youth in the recent poll were the
youngest, those aged 13 to 17. Within this cohort, 66 percent said they believed there is
still time to prevent the worst long-term effects of climate change. Among 25- to
29-year-olds, 54 percent shared that belief.
The School Strike for Climate initiated in 2018 by the Swedish environmentalist Greta
Thunberg, who was only 15 at the time, inspired many other young people, leading to
the emergence of youth-led groups such as Fridays for Future and the Sunrise
Movement.
Among young people, the Generation Lab poll found, political party and income levels
affect climate optimism. Sixty-two percent of youth who identified as Democrats said
they believed there is still time to fix the climate crisis, whereas only 52 percent of the
Republicans did.
Optimism also increased with household income. Those on the higher income side
seemed to feel they could prevent the worst effects of the climate crisis. This may be
because they live in less affected neighborhoods and have the security of being able to
move or find new options if needed. “There's more precautions that they can take,” said
Mirramezani.
Social worker Sarah Van Eerde of Global Kids, an alternative school and after school
program that targets critical global issues, connects this phenomenon with psychologist
Abraham Maslow’s “hierarchy of needs,” which posits that a person’s psychological and
safety requirements come before aesthetic and spiritual ones. When young people are
struggling to get essentials like shelter, food, and clean water, that affects their ability to
devote energy to thinking about the future. They might not be inspired, as more
financially stable youth are, to plan ahead or even take small steps such as bringing

reusable bags to the grocery store. “They don't have the privilege of being able to, like,
think that,” said Van Eerde.
Every Friday, young climate activists in New York City assemble outside City Hall. They
are members of the local chapter of Fridays for Future. Anna Kathawala, 16, can often
be found representing the group holding signs that say things like ”Endorse The Fossil
Fuel Non-Proliferation Treaty Now” or “End Fossil Fuels By 2030.” Besides school,
Kathawala plans strikes and does advocacy work for Fridays for Future. “I basically
spend all of my free time that I have doing climate activism,” she said.
Mars Vazquez-Plyshevsky, 15, who comes from a family of climate change deniers,
decided to choose science over conspiracies. Their choice has made family life difficult
at times. “It's kind of tough to get any productive conversations in,” said
Vazquez-Plyshevsky.
“We’re out here, we’re doing what needs to be done,” said Aderinsola Babawale, 19, an
activist with Brownsville Green Justice. Babawale has been involved with the ‘No North
Brooklyn Pipeline’ coalition, which is fighting a fracked gas pipeline. Her message to
other young activists is to not let anyone tell them they “don’t know enough.”
To hear these three student climate activists talk about their unique journeys, click on
their photos below.

